Soil Heavy Metal Pollution Evaluation around Mine Area with Traditional and Ecological Assessment Methods
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Abstract

As a widespread problem, heavy metals contamination in soil has drawn considerable study interest, especially for the farmlands around mine area. A variety of pollution evaluation methods have been compared including both traditional physical and chemical analysis methods as well as ecological assessment methods. And the combination of multiple assessment methods was recommended to get a comprehensive and thorough soil heavy metal pollution evaluation.
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1. Introduction

Heavy metals contamination in soil has become a widespread problem all over the world. As a consequence of rapid social and economic development over the past several decades, soil pollution by heavy metals has been both serious and widespread in China [1]-[3]. Although heavy metals may occur naturally in soil based on the origin of soil, additional contributions come from various sources including agricultural activities, urbanization, industrialization, and mine activities. Among these, mine activity is considered as one of the most influential anthropogenic activities which results in changes in landscapes, destruction of habitats, contamination of soil and water, and degradation of land resources [4]-[7].

Even after the cessation of the mining works, huge tailing ponds as a result of the accumulation of the wastes remain in the area which may extend in some cases over hundred hectares, are now abandoned without any particular safety measures and with a high environmental impact on the surrounding ecosystems and populations [8]-[10].

In order to evaluate the damages against environment that mining activities produce, methods to assess the pollutions are necessary. These must be based on preliminary studies about waste properties, heavy metals content and theirs relation to the environment [11].

The determination of the level of pollution and understanding of spatial variability of topsoil heavy metal...
concentration in tailing ponds is critical for environmental management and remediation [12]-[14]. The evaluation of the spatial variability of waste properties is essential to achieve a better understanding of complex relations between the factors. This is very important for successful land management [15]-[17].

Numerous methods have been developed to evaluate the impact of pollutions as well as the ecology and health hazard they cause. This study would summarize the methods used to assess the soil heavy metal pollution.

2. Traditional Soil Heavy Metal Pollution Evaluation

Traditional soil heavy metal pollution evaluation includes numerous mensuration methods to determine the variety and content of heavy metals in soil samples.

2.1. Soil Heavy Metal Assessment

The first thing for mine area soil properties analysis is collecting representative soil samples located in the vicinity of mines, usually the investigation zone would be divided into different zones [18]-[20]. Every study zone was further divided into a grid of cells using a systematic grid sampling method with regularly spaced intervals. Afterwards, soil samples were collected in the field via random sampling methods and then mixed thoroughly to give a composite sample. As the assess subject are usually farming soils, samples were usually collected to a depth of 0 - 15 cm [21] [22], 0 - 20 cm [23]-[25] and 20 - 40 cm [26].

After collection, soil samples were air-dried at room temperature, and then pulverized and sieved. After digested with a typical concentrated acid mixture (e.g. HNO₃-HClO₄-HF or HNO₃-HClO₄-HCl or HCl-HNO₃-HF-HClO₄) [20] [24] [27], the soil solutions were treated by a variety of analytical methods to determine the kinds and contents of heavy metals. Those analytical methods usually concerning precise analysis equipment such as fluorescence spectrophotometer in atomic fluorescence spectrophotometry [28] [29], spectrometer in inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry [30] [31], and absorption spectrometers in atom absorption spectrometry.

However the pollution statues of soil would not stay static, as the mining activity continues, more pollution would emerge; even with mining activity finished, tailing waste could be carried away by underground water streams. Moreover the state of heavy metals within soil would change along with soil condition, and soluble heavy metals would move with water migrations. The pollution developments of different places share no unanimous trend for their highly dependence on geography environment and climate conditions.

The evaluation and prediction of future pollution statues are of great significance for they help proposing better plans for pollution abatement. The most common method in kinetic pollution evolution are multivariate statistical analysis [16]: samples were usually taken through a calculated distribution of time or location concerning the geography environment and climate conditions of the test field and contents of each pollutants tested. The distribution of each pollutant could be used to locate the source and development trend of pollution or the variation of pollution status as time passes in order to predicate the development of the pollution. Along with the advance of technology, new techniques have been applied to the evaluation of heavy metal pollution: geographical information system (GIS) could be applied to enhance multivariate statistical analysis [4] [32] to better evaluate the pollution statues by provide detailed information of heavy metals behavior as well as identify highest risk sites where main efforts of reclamation and monitoring should be realized.

2.2. Ecology and Health Hazard Assessment

Heavy metal pollution not only degrades the quality of air, water bodies, and food crops, but also threatens the health and well-being of animals and human beings through food chain [33] [34]. For example, as a non-essential element to human body, the excessive intake of Pb can damage nervous, skeletal, circulatory, enzymatic, endocrine, and immune systems of those exposed to it [35]; chronic exposure to Cd can have adverse effects such as lung cancer, pulmonary adenocarcinomas, prostatic proliferative lesions, bone fractures, kidney dysfunction, and hypertension, while the chronic effects of As consist of dermal lesions, peripheral neuropathy, skin cancer, and peripheral vascular disease [36].

As a consequence, vegetation tissue of crops and vegetables grow in contamination areas are also assessment subjects to prevent health damage the pollution might cause [37]. However this assessment is a post measure which is very inefficient.
On the other hand, human health risk assessment are usually done through a series of calculation to estimating the nature and probability of adverse health effects in humans who may be exposed to chemicals in contaminated environmental media [38]. For heavy metals in contaminated soils, ingestion and dermal absorption play the most important roles among the potential exposure pathways [39]. However this estimation as well as the traditional assessment method lacks the direct impression on the degree of health risk and the damage the pollution has done to the ecosystem.

3. Ecology Soil Heavy Metal Pollution Evaluation

In addition to traditional assessment method, many new methods have also been developed to evaluate the statuses of heavy metal pollution. Microorganisms in soil which could not only reflect soil environment, but they take part in soil variations as well has been considered as an idea subject in evaluation and prediction of soil development.

3.1. Nematodes Assessment

Soil disturbances affect the structure communities of soil organisms, and the deterioration of the soil environment could be evaluated by studying these changes. Soil nematodes are suitable for such purposes for their abundance and high diversity. Soil nematodes who respond rapidly to disturbances play important roles in soil ecological processes such as primary production, nutrient cycling, decomposition; several trophic groups are well-adapted to a wide range of environmental conditions. All these features make them appropriate for evaluation and prediction of soil conditions [40] [41].

In particular, the assessment of changes in the structure and function of nematode communities can be used to evaluate disturbances in soil ecosystems [42] or to study the effect of heavy metal pollution [43]: the insufficiency of trophic groups and long-living persistor-type nematodes around the mining area, especially in relation to Pb and Zn pollution, have recently been detected [44] [45], and the activities and species richness of nematode communities have diminished in polluted soils in accordance with specific heavy metals and their concentrations have also been observed [44] [46].

Several indices are used as tools to assess these changes. Ecological indices which could provide information about the diversity of nematode communities are based on abundance, species richness and equitability amongst taxa [47].

Functional indices are based on trophic preference (plant feeders, bacterial feeders, fungal feeders, root-fungal feeders, omnivores and predators) and life strategy assessed with a c-p (colonizer-persister) scale from 1 to 5 (from extreme r- to extreme K-strategists, where the coloniser nematodes are considered opportunist and stress-tolerant, whereas the persisters are sensitive), and the relative weighted abundance of functional guilds (based on feeding habits and a c-p classification, weighted according to their indicator characteristics). They could provide information on the functioning and condition of the nematode food web [48].

The new metabolic footprint concept improves functional indices as they help estimate the biomass and metabolic activity for each functional group of the food web, and also provide metrics for the magnitudes of the ecosystem functions and services provided by components of the nematode soil food web [49].

3.2. Enzyme Assessment

Soil enzymes play a fundamental role in organic mattered composition and in plant nutrient cycling. The activities of enzymes that participate in nitrogen transformation, such as urease, can be used as a measure of the intensity of nitrogen transformation that is occurring in a given environment and can indicate the availability of different nitrogen compounds to plants [50].

Soil enzyme activity is often used as an indicator of the functioning of soil ecosystems. In addition, enzymes are potential indicators of anthropogenic activities in soil environments [51]-[54]. Furthermore, enzyme activities can be used predict the variation trend of soil conditions, for example, urease and invertase whose direct basic functions are nutrients cycling in soils can be used to evaluate soil pollution condition as well as predict the development of soil statuses [55].

However, there are relatively little data available from studies of the relationship between enzyme activity and soil properties under specific conditions that include chronic pollution with Zn, Pb and Cd, soils of different age,
and soils with a diversified vegetation cover. As a novel analysis method, enzyme assessments are usually conducted along with traditional assessment method.

4. Conclusions

For a considerable time, soil was considered as a means with unlimited capacity to accumulate pollutants without immediately posing harmful effects for the environment or human health. However, that thought has been proved to be wrong. As a consequence of growing human activities, heavy metals in soils have become an alarming threat to both the ecosystem and human health. Ways of evaluate and predict the development of heavy metals pollution have been studied in order to restrain the expansion of pollution and avoid health risk.

Among all the evaluation methods, tradition physical and chemical analysis method proved to be most reliable and straight forward. However without mass of data, this method lacks the ability to predict the development of pollution, and the assessment usually concerns precise analysis equipment.

As for the alternative microorganism analysis methods, as the participants of soil circulation of materials, the status of microorganism could not only reflect the condition of soil, but the development could be predicted as well, however as a novel analysis method. They still lack the data base to ensure the actual contents of each pollutant. So these assessments are usually used along with traditional assessment methods.
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